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 3dlux the end result is i have the updated keygen v1.1.16 inside the folder SPIRVEBASE (this is the latest version of the
software). i have the patched v1.1.16 in the folder SPIRVEDBASE and the files SPIRVEDBS (and SPIRVEBASE) inside the

patch v1.1.16 folder. i have the files inside the exe v1.1.16 folder. i have now run the patch v1.1.16 for more than 10 times and
it always succeeds with no error or popups. the software is checked for compatibility with spire v1.1.16. the patch v1.1.16
works on windows 7 32bit, windows 8 32bit, windows 8 64bit, windows 10 64bit and mac 10.12.3. i have tried to run the

software outside of the spire v1.1.16 patched folder so that it would run the original software. however when the software runs,
it says “the file spire v1.1.16 or one of its dependencies is missing or corrupt.” my question is this: does spire v1.1.16 work on
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its own? and does the patch v1.1.16 work on its own? or do i need both the software and patch v1.1.16 for the software to work?
if spire v1.1.16 does not work on its own, will the patch v1.1.16 work on its own? if the patch v1.1.16 will not work on its own,
will the software v1.1.16 work on its own? thanks in advance for any help. you can reply to my question directly by opening a

new thread in the forum that is titled “Does spire v1.1.16 work on its own? and does the patch v1.1.16 work on its own?” i
would not like to spam your inbox with any replies to my thread as i have only posted the question. I have a question: when will
the Windows 10 Patch version 15 for Spire work? I am using Spire 1.1.15 and it does not work for me. It does show the image

but when I click on that picture, it shows the red bar 82157476af
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